TURNING MEETING ROOMS INTO COMMAND CENTERS
Freedom awaits with EVANS’ Technology Tables™. Redefining conference rooms, turn meetings and presentations
into modern workstations at the touch of a button.
Technology Tables have been specifically designed to combine modern technology with traditional furniture for
meetings and other applications. Equipped with a structural frame that is designed for 24/7 operations, these are not
just any ordinary boardroom tables. With endless design possibilities, advanced communication, and presentation
technology that creates beautiful, functional tables for any conference or meeting room.

Technology Table Solutions
With the touch of a button, lift
columns rise, bringing data to your
fingertips turning meeting rooms
into operations centers. Reveal
monitors, keyboards, projectors,
phones, and even podiums.
Integrated data and
power ports slide
open from hidden
pockets to interface
with laptops and
peripherals.

Superior Cable Management
Less is more with our patented cable management system, enabling
those seated at the Technology Table to work in a clutter-free space.
Utilizing the large surface area, we are able to run more
cables throughout the table in a completely
organized manner.
The Technology Table features sliding
or door mounted CPU shelves that can
be configured and customized to what
is needed just below the surface. CPUs,
phones, projectors or monitors can all be
hidden away neatly without the hassle of
unsightly cables and outlets.

Finding The Perfect Finishing Touches
Each table is a unique tailored to any size or shape. We have a wide variety of laminates, veneers, edge details,
or custom inlay. The freedom of choice awaits with stainless steel, high-pressure laminate, to compact laminate,
or your choice of desire finish to create the perfect boardroom look.
Our Technology Tables are designed with the highest quality and assembled on-site by EVANS Certified Installers.
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